ABSTRACT. The goal of this article is to construct and study groups which, from the point of view of the theory of representations, should resemble the group of diffeomorphisms of the circle. The first type of such groups are the diffeomorphism groups of p-adic projective lines. The second type are groups consisting of diffeomorphisms (satisfying certain conditions) of the absolutes of Bruhat-Tits trees; they can be regarded as precisely the diffeomorphism groups of Cantor perfect sets. Several series of unitary representations of these groups are constructed, including the analogs of highest-weight representations.
The group (GL(oo, R), O(oo)
). This group consists of the bounded operators in a real Hubert space representable in the form A{\ + T), where A e O{oo) and Τ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
We construct a series of imbeddings τ$: (GL(oo, R), 0(oo)) -• (Sp(2oo, R), C/(oo)) by the formula
sinhs\ 1 / g + g'~l i(g -g'~l)\ /coshs coshs) 2 \-i(g -g'~l)
g + g'~{ ) Vsinhs where s € R and g' denotes the transpose matrix. Restricting the Weyl representation of (Sp(2oo, R), U(oo)) to (GL(oo, R), O(oo)), we obtain a series of unitary representations of (GL(oo, R), O(oo)) that depends on the parameter s .
The group (U(oo), O(oo))
. Let Η be a real Hubert space and // c its complexification. The group (t/(oo), O(oo)) consists of the unitary operators in H c representable in the form A(l + Τ), where A is an orthogonal operator (i.e., a unitary operator that leaves the real subspace Η c H c invariant) and Γ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
We construct a series of imbeddings a s : (C/(oo), 0(oo)) -> (Sp(2oo, R), U(oo)) by the formula sinhi\ (g 0\ fcoshs sinhs\Ṽ coshij \0 g) \sinhs cosh^J '
where 5 6 R. Restricting the Weyl representation of (Sp(2oo, R), C/(oo)) to (U(oo),
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There also exists a series of imbeddings of (f/(oo), 0(oo)) into (0(4oc), U(2oo)) (see [20] ), but its construction is somewhat more complicated.
1. 5 The groups (U(2oo), U(oo)x U{oo)) and (GL(2oo, C), GL(oo, C)xGL(oo, C)). Let Η be a Hubert space. The group GLoo = (GL(2oo, C), GL(cx), C) χ GL(oo, Q) consists of bounded invertible operators in Η θ Η representable in the form (ο (i.e., A and Β are bounded operators in H), and Γ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Its subgroup (t/(2oo), U(oo) χ U(oo)) consists of unitary operators that belong to
We construct an imbedding of GLoo into (0(4oo, C), GL(2oo, C)) by the formula
Restricting the spinor representation of (0(4oo, C), GL(2oo, C)) to GLoo , we obtain a holomorphic representation of GLoo (it splits into a countable sum of irreducible ones).
The same formula (1.1) defines an imbedding of (t/(2oo), U(oo) χ U{oo) into (0(4oo), U(2oo)). Restricting the spinor representation of (0(4oo), U(2oo)) to (U(2oo), U(oo) χ U(oo)), we obtain a unitary representation of (U(2oo, U(oo) χ t/(oo)). §2. THE /?-ADIC ANALOG OF THE GROUP OF DIFFEOMORPHISMS OF THE CIRCLE Let Qp be the p-adic number field, Q* its multiplicative group, Z p the ring of p-adic integers, and F p the field of ρ elements. We endow Q p with the canonical Haar metric άμ{ζ) so that the measure of Z p is equal to 1. We denote by Q p P l the p-adic projective line and by An p the group of analytic diffeomorphisms of Q p . As is easy to see, the expression in square brackets is locally constant and equal to 0 in a neighborhood of the line u\ = u 2 . This proves the lemma.
Complementary series of unitary representations of SL2(Q P
Restricting the unitary representations (see §1.3) of (GL(oo, R), <9(oo)) to An^,, we obtain a series of unitary representations of An p .
2.3. The singular representation of SL 2 (Q P ). Let Hi be the space of real functions on Q p such that with scalar product
The group SL2(Q P ) acts in Η by the formula This (unitary) representation of SL 2 (Q P ) is commonly called singular [4] . The representation T x is properly understood as the limit of the representations T s as
The action of T x can be extended to an action of An p in Hi by the formula
Theorem 2.1'. T x {q) € (GL(oo, R), O(oo)).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. Here, however, one can obtain somewhat more. To wit, we now construct a series of imbeddings of An p into the group of affine transformations of the form / *-* Af + b , where A e (GL(oo, R), O(oo)) and b e Hi . This group, in turn, can be imbedded into the affine symplectic group, and we obtain the possibility of restricting the Weyl representation to A%,. This affine action is denned by the formula
f{z)~f{q(z))\q\z)\+k{\q'{z)\-\).

The even fundamental series of representations of SL 2 (Q P ).
Let χ be a unitary character of the group SL 2 (Q P ) (i.e., a homomorphism of Q p into the group of complex numbers equal to 1 in absolute value). The representations T x of the even fundamental series are realized in the space L 2 (Q P ) by the formula The representation T x is equivalent to Τ χ -\ . The operator that intertwines T x and T x -i is defined by
But the representation Τ χ -\ is complex-conjugate to T x ; that is, T x is equivalent to its conjugate. Hence, T x has either real or quaternionic type ( [6] , §7). Consider the real-linear operator I x that intertwines T x with itself:
I x f(z) = A x f{z).
A direct calculation shows that Ι 2 = λΕ, where λ > 0. (For the calculation it is useful to carry out a Fourier transform; all the necessary calculations are contained in [4] , II.3.3.) It follows that T x has real type (if λ < 0, then we would have quaternionic type). Thus, L 2 (Q P , C) contains two real SL 2 (Q P )-invariant spaces V + and F_:
Multiplication by i interchanges these subspaces. In particular, L 2 is the complexification of V + , and so we can define the subgroup (t/(oo),0(oo)) in C/(oo) (see §1.4).
Suppose that the group An p acts in L 2 (Q P ) by unitary operators according to the formula
The theorem is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. The operator A x (q) = I x T x {q) -T x -,(q)I x has finite rank.
Proof. We have
Making the change of variable ζ = p(w) in the second integral, we obtain
The expression is square brackets is locally constant and equal to 0 in a neighborhood of the diagonal. This proves the lemma.
YU. A. NERETIN
We now obtain the possibility of restricting the unitary representations of the group (t/(oo), 0(oo)) to An p . §3. COMBINATORIAL STRUCTURES 3.1. Bruhat-Tits trees. A Bruhat-Tits tree J n is a tree (=cycle-free connected graph) at each vertex of which n+1 edges converge. By a path on a tree we mean a sequence a\,ai, ... such that a, and cij +l have a common vertex and are distinct. We call two paths ai, a 2 , ... and b\, bj, . .. equivalent if there exists a k such that aj = bj+k for sufficiently large j. The set of equivalence classes of paths is called the absolute A p (this is the formal definition, but it is necessary to understand the absolute as the set of a tree's points at infinity).
Remark. Bruhat-Tits trees are a special case of Bruhat-Tits buildings [2] , [7] . Let us construct a graph whose vertices are numbered by spheres. The vertices of Β χ and Bi are joined by an edge if and only if they are neighbors. It is easy to see that this graph is precisely the Bruhat-Tits tree J p .
It is natural to identify the projective line with the absolute. Indeed, consider the path B\, B2, ... . Let b\ be the corresponding point of the absolute. If Bj D BJ+\ for sufficiently large j (for j > N), then it is natural to identify a point b e A p with the point f)JL N Bj. But if Bj c B j+l for sufficiently large j, then it is natural to identify b with 00.
By a cell in Q p P l we mean either a sphere or the complement of a sphere. The set of vertices of a graph J p is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of partitionings of Qp-P 1 into ρ + 1 pairwise disjoint cells. It is easy to check that elements of SL2(Q P ) carry cells into cells. Therefore, SL2(Q P ) acts in a natural way on the set of vertices of the graph J p . It is easy to check that indeed SL2(Q P ) acts by automorphisms of J p (in all it is simpler to check this separately for affine transformations of Qp, and also for the mapping ζ >-> l/z; the group PSL2(Q i ,) is generated by such transformations).
3.3.
The automorphism group of the graph J n . Let Aut/ n be the automorphism group of the graph J n . If η = ρ is a prime, then Aut(J p ) D PSL 2 (Q P ). As Cartier observed [16] , the group Aut(/ P ) has a sensible theory of representations that largely resembles the theory of representations of PSL 2 (Q P ). The classification of the representations of Aut(/ P ) is obtained in [14] . We call a homeomorphism q of a sphere Β into a sphere C proper if q carries subspheres into subspheres and canonical partitions into canonical partitions.
We call a homeomorphism r of a spheroid Μ into a spheroid Ν a spheromorphism if there exists a partition of Ν into subspheres Ν = \JRj such that r(Rj) is a sphere for all Rj and r is a proper sphere homeomorphism Rj -> r(Rj).
Remark [3] . Let Μ be a spheroid and Λ/ = /Ί U· · -1>PN a covering of Af by pairwise disjoint spheres. Let d be the remainder of the division of Ν by η -1 . Then d does not depend on the partition and is the (unique) invariant of the spheroid under spheromorphisms.
Example. The Cantor set is endowed with a spheroid structure in the obvious way.
Another example of a spheroid is the absolute A n of the Bruhat-Tits tree /" (spheres are what were called cells above). This example is universal; to wit, any spheroid can be spheromorphically imbedded into A n . We take a neighborhood Β = {ζ: \z -a\< l/p N } so small that the series converges in it and \q'(z) -c\\ < C\ . Then q is a proper homeomorphism of the sphere Β onto the sphere {z: \z -CQ\ < \c\\/p N ) . This proves the assertion.
3.5. The group Diff(v4 n ). We define the group ΌϊΚ(Α η ) as the spheromorphism group of the absolute A n of the tree /". Let us define this group without using the word "spheromorphism". We take some edge of the tree /" and cut it in the middle. Then the tree splits into two sets, which we shall call branches. To each branch L there naturally corresponds a subset A L of the absolute, namely, those points to which one can go by moving along paths that lie in this branch (more accurately: AL consists of equivalence classes of the paths that lie in this branch). We call a set of branches L\, ... , L k such that the Lj are pairwise disjoint and the sets A L cover the entire absolute a broom.
Let L\, ... , L k and L\, ... , L' k be two brooms in J p . Let σ be a permutation of the set {1, ... , k} . We map each branch Lj isomorphically onto the branch L' a^ . This set of mappings induces a homeomorphism of the absolute. The group Oiff(A n ) consists of all of the homeomorphisms absolute that can be obtained in this way.
3.6. Canonical measure on the absolute. We fix some point oo of the absolute A n . In the set of vertices of the tree J p we introduce a function h with values in Ζ that satisfies the following condition: if a\, a 2 , ... is a path that leads to oo, then h{a j+ \) = h{aj) + 1 . Naturally, this function is unique up to the addition of a constant. We now cut some edge b of the graph /" and take, of the two resulting branches, the one that does not contain oo as a limit point. We denote this branch by L{b). Let V be the end of the cut edge b that lies in L (b) . the canonical measure μ on the absolute is defined from the condition μ(Α^)) = n h^b ' > . It is easy to see that the measure μ in quasi-invariant under the action of Oiff(A n ); the Radon-Nikodym derivative is locally constant and takes values of the form n a , where a e Ζ. We shall denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of a mapping q € DifT(^p) at the point ζ e A p by \q'{z)\.
We define a metric p{z\, z 2 ) on the absolute. Consider a path ... , α_ι, ας,, a\, ... that leads from z\ to z 2 . Let κ{ζ\, z 2 ) be the maximum of the function h(cij). By definition, we set In particular, we see that the operator / has two proper subspaces V+ and F_ , where V± consists of functions whose Fourier transform has support in the set Q± = {zQ;: sgnz = ±l}.
The group
An^. This group consists of analytic transformations of QpP 1 such that sg,nq'(x) = 1 for all χ . If desired, we can interpret An^ as the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms. We note that PSL 2 (Q P ) c An+ .
4.3.
Imbeddings of An+ in GL^ and in (t/(2oo), t/(oo) χ C/(oo)). Let / be a homeomorphism of Q* into C*. We define the representation T x {q) of the group A^ in L 2 (Q P ):
In L 2 {Q P ) we distinguished the two subspaces V+ and V-. The group GLoo = (GL(2oo, C), GL(oo, C) χ GL(oo, C)) consists of operators that "almost preserve F ± " (see §1.5). 
